
Elegant and Innovative Concrete Products
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BATHROOM COUNTERTOPS & SINKS
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Modern, clean lines married with ease and functionality. Nothing gives 
your bathroom a more unique look like than a concrete countertop 
and sink from CustomCreteWerks. All of our bathroom concrete is 
customized to compliment both your design vision and your everyday 
needs, including thickness, color, sink style, edge and face design and 
even concrete backsplashes.

Concrete is a versatile design option that adds a touch of style and 
class to any bathroom. Concrete is a versatile design option that adds 
a touch of style and class to any bathroom. Our integral sinks and 
counters come molded as one or add an undermount sink to match 
your concrete countertop.

Whatever your design vision, we can make it a reality. Whether you 
have detailed plans for your bathroom of just a bare bones idea of 
what you might like, we can create the ideal concrete counter and 
sink for your bathroom.
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INTEGRAL SINKS

For further details visit customcretewerks.com

17”, 24” Wedge - Standard Drain

THORTEN
17”, 24” Wedge - Slot Drain

GATES
19” Side Slant - Slot Drain

BRAXTON
24” Offset Slants - Slot Drain

WINTHROP

19” Swoop - Standard Drain

WESTON

19” Swoop - Slot Drain

BRIGHTON

24”, 30” Wave - Slot Drain

CARLTON

13”, 16”, 22” Box - Standard Drain

EVANSTON

14” Sphere - Standard Drain

ELSTON

18” Oval - Standard Drain

WENTWORTH

14” Round - Standard Drain

SAXTON

14” Shallow - Standard Drain

MILTON

36” Capsule - Standard Drain

ASHLAND
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48” Box - Standard Drain

48” Mission - Standard Drain

48” Swoop - Slot Drain

40”, 48”, 52”, 60”, 72” Wedge - Slot Drain

48” Wedge - Standard Drain

48” Wave - Slot Drains

48” Offset Slants - Slot Drain

48” DB Slant - Slot Drain

HAMELTON LOFTON

CRAFTSMAN WORTHINGTON

THURSTON BERNSTEIN

STOCKTON BURKHART
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KITCHENS
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Concrete is an ideal material for use in kitchens. Concrete countertops 
have the strength and durability to hold up to tough use. Plus, with the 
kitchen being the heart of the home, concrete provides a versatile design 
option that beautifies the space and adds a touch of style and class.

Concrete counters are a popular alternative to granite or other 
countertop options. Concrete’s extreme strength means it will 
look great for many years, if not decades, to come. Thanks to our 
N-hansed™ process we use to treat each piece, you don’t have to 
worry about the spills and splatters that come with typical kitchen use. 
We ensure your concrete countertops will be easy to clean, stain-
proof and heat resistant.

For a cohesive look, consider matching your kitchen counters to a 
correlating concrete backsplash. Alternatively, if you prefer a more 
unique look, mixing colors can add visual interest to your concrete 
project. For example, some homeowners choose a matching  
concrete backsplash, while others may choose concrete tiles  
in contrasting colors.

Each concrete project is custom created by the professionals at 
CustomCreteWerks, so you know you’ll get a high-end, long-lasting 
result. If you have a design vision, we can help you make it a reality.
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FIREPLACES
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A fireplace is a very important element in your home. It draws people 
into your home, adding a sense of comfort through its warmth. As a 
room’s focal point, a fireplace makes a statement about you and your 
personality, creating its own look and feel.

Masterfully crafted concrete fireplaces offer unique customization, so 
your fireplace beautifully reflects your desired look and feel. Whether 
your house is contemporary, traditional or a transitional blend of 
anything in between, your concrete fireplace can be molded to mirror 
your home’s style and personality. Additionally, our N-viroCrete™ 
process ensures that our concrete fireplaces are eco friendly, durable 
and sustainable.

Each concrete fireplace is custom created by the professionals 
at CustomCreteWerks. Whether you have a desired plan for your 
fireplace or you need some design tips, we can create a stunning, 
one-of-a-kind concrete fireplace for your home.
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TABLES

Make a memorable impression with a concrete table from 
CustomCreteWerks, Inc. Our tables are sleek, contemporary, 
powerful and functional. No other table provides the durability 
and strength of concrete. Not to mention the exceptional design 
features crafted by CustomCreteWerks.

Concrete is a versatile design material, allowing us to create a 
table to meet your design vision. All our tables are N-HansedTM to 
be stain-proof and easy to clean. Our concrete is even sustainably 
manufactured thanks to our N-viroCreteTM process. With unmatched 
quality and appearance, our concrete tables are the perfect 
addition to any home.
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OUTDOORS
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BAR TOPS

Bars serve as a place for patrons and friends to gather, have a drink, 
eat some food and casually mingle. You can set the tone with a 
comfortable, stylish bar that includes a concrete countertop.

No matter what the theme or personality of your business or bar area, 
your bar space should reflect that unique style. From casual sports bars 
to man caves, concrete bar tops add the special touch that makes 
your bar stand out from the crowd.

In addition to being a notable focal point, a concrete countertop 
is a wise investment because it is durable and long lasting. With 
CustomCreteWerks proprietary N-hansed™ process, each piece of 
concrete resists the spills and splatters that come with typical bar use. 
Wine, ketchup, lemon juice, oils and even soda spills will not affect this 
beautiful concrete. 

Do you envision a custom look for your bar space? The pros at 
CustomCreteWerks are experts when it comes to designing and 
creating custom concrete bar tops. Every concrete bar design is 
entirely customizable. From size and edge style to custom colors  
or a built-in drink rail, your concrete bar will be one of a kind.
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N-viroCretetm
Eco Friendly Concrete

CustomCreteWerks is dedicated to creating eco-friendly products  
to support effective, sustainable development. With that in mind,  
we have developed N-viroCrete™ to promote our dedication to 
Green manufacturing.

Advantages and Green Points
• N-Hansed™ Stain-Proof surface requiring only routine cleaning
• Flexible mix designs, using recycled materials with LEED projects in mind
• Larger and longer pieces can be cast to reduce seams
• Up to 75% lighter than traditional concrete
• Less weight to transport during shipping and installation
• Manufactured in the USA
• Use of local bulk materials
• Use of recycled pozzolans (by-product from other  

manufacturing processes)
• Water conservation and reuse
• Recyclable
• Less curing time
• Extremely flexible (reduces the chance of fractures)

Compared to 1.5” standard concrete countertops
• 72% less aggregate
• 45% less cement
• 20% more recycled content
• 52% less water consumption
• 60% lighter

Compared to 2” standard concrete countertops
• 79% less aggregate
• 58% less cement
• 20% more recycled content
• 64% less water consumption
• 70.5% lighter

Compared to stone countertops
• 33-45% lighter
• Made in America

CustomCreteWerks has taken the worries out of buying concrete 
countertops. With our N-Hansed™ surfaces kitchen items like wine, 
ketchup, lemon juice and even oils will not affect it. Your countertops 
will remain stain free for years to come. When spills do happen, there  
is no need to rush and clean them immediately. When you do have 
the time to clean, any house hold surface cleaner (non-abrasive)  
can be used.

CustomCreteWerks concrete countertops are:
• Durable
• Stain-Proof
• Easy To Clean
• Heat Resistant
• 5 Year Warranty (excluding outdoors)

N-hansed
tm

StainProof  Concrete
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COMMERCIAL
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COLOR OPTIONS

N-spireTM N-earthedTM N-fusedTM

Concrete Moss

Charcoal Graphite

Sage Espresso

Wild Berry Rustic Cedar

Crimson Sienna Clay

Blackstone Fieldstone

Ash Wheat Grass

Soot Sandstone

Coconut Husk Edgewood

Autumn Glacier

Autumn
Coconut Husk

Blackstone Ash

Espresso
Rustic Cedar

Wheat Grass 
Autumn

Soot Sandstone Graphite Sage

Acid Stain

Copper Mountain Caribbean Night

N-earthed™: Highest Quality Natural Earth Tone pigments
N-fused™: A combination of two or more colors to create color variations throughout the surface. This process is not available to be used on all 
surfaces or vessels.
Acid Stain: This coloring process is a reaction that occurs with the concrete. Large variations compared to samples will occur.
The colors on this page are not intended for final selection. All products are hand made and will have variations in color, shade and character.

N-viroCretetm
Eco Friendly Concrete
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EDGE AND THICKNESS OPTIONS

N-viroCrete™ concrete surfaces are cast at 3/4” thick when not visible to reduce weight and material waste.

Standard Edges

Hand Eased 3/16” Radius 3/8” Radius 3/16” Bevel

Optional Edges

3/8” Bevel 3/4” Bevel 3/4” Radius Classic Chiseled Edge

Standard Thickness

1 1/2”

Optional Thickness
3/4” 1” 2” 3” Custom
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